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PARAMETERS OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE RAIL FOUR-POLE OF THE JOINTLESS RAIL CIRCUIT ACCORDING TO LOCOMOTIVE RECEIVER
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Abstract

In article questions of a conclusion of the coefficients of the equations of a rail four-polar of a jointless rail circuit are considered, taking into account uncertainty of borders where the travelling receiver which is applied now on a railway transportation is used. Mathematical modeling of four-pole coefficients by locomotive receiver is given. Analytical expressions and coefficients for calculation of the locomotive current flowing under the receiving coils and transfer resistance are derived. The scheme of a jointless rail circuit in the presence of moving units and mutual influence on each other is given. The influence of the carrier information from the traffic light in front, where it is necessary to take into account the factor of the signal level from the outgoing train, so that the information of the neighboring rail circuit would not be perceived, since there are no insulating joints. A scheme with five four poles has been developed and coefficients of these four poles have been obtained to calculate the current of the locomotive flowing under the receiving coils. Analytical expressions are obtained for determining the current for receiving by the receiving coils of a locomotive, the minimum supply voltage of an unbroken rail circuit and the transmission resistance of a rail circuit in normal operation for a locomotive receiver.
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Jointless rail chains [1, 3, 4, 6, 11] are especially effective when there are no traffic lights on the stage and the movement of trains is regulated only by automatic locomotive signaling (ALS) [2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14]. In this case, the blurred boundaries of the jointless rail chains does not have practical value and only a potential track receiver can be applied [7, 12, 15]; higher requirements are imposed on the operation of the locomotive ALS receiver. The locomotive receiver is triggered by the e.m.f, which is induced in the locomotive receivers by the current in the rails of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Layout of the jointless rail circuit with moving units on it
When the train enters the RC3 rail circuit from the traffic light 3, a current carrying information about the condition of the RC2 rail circuit flows under the locomotive coils and, as it approaches the traffic light 3, the TR track receiver of the second rail circuit turns off and stops sending signals to the locomotive, but the signal from the locomotive starts 1st signal point. The level of this signal depends on the outgoing train on the rail circuit RC1. Therefore, when calculating this fact must be taken into account.

To derive the calculation equations, we present the circuit of rail chains [17], taking into account the above circumstances, in the form of an equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Scheme of replacement of the jointless rail circuit in the presence of movable units](image)

We transform the circuit of Fig. 2 to the circuit of Fig. 3 replacing the four-terminal RL1 and RL13 with their input resistances.

![Fig. 3. Converted substitution scheme of a jointless rail circuit](image)

Where
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\[ Z_{en1} = \frac{Z_{eir1} \cdot s h y_{lr1} l_{bes}}{c h y_{lr1} l_{bes}}, \]  
(1)  
\[ Z_{en2} = \frac{R_{n2} \cdot Z_{en3}}{R_{n2} + Z_{en3}}, \]  
(2)  
\[ Z_{en3} = \frac{A_{lr3}^l \cdot Z_{en4} + B_{lr3}^l}{C_{lr3}^l + Z_{en4} + D_{lr3}^l}, \]  
(3)  
\[ Z_{en4} \approx Z_{er4}; \]  
(4)  
\[ A_{lr3}^l = c h y_{lr3} (l_3 - l_{ees}); B_{lr3}^l = Z_{er4} s h y_{lr3} (l_3 - l_{ees}); \]  
(5)  
\[ C_{lr3}^l = \frac{1}{z_{er3}} s h y_{r3} (l_3 - l_{ees}); D_{lr3}^l = c h y_{r3} (l_3 - l_{ees}); \]  
(6)  

\[ Z_{er4} \] - wave impedance of the fourth rail line;  
\[ \gamma_{r3} \] - wave propagation coefficient of the third rail line;  
\[ A_{r13} = c h y_{r13} l_{ees}; B_{r13} = Z_{er13} s h y_{r13} l_{ees}; \]  
(7)  
\[ C_{r13} = \frac{1}{z_{er13}} s h y_{r13} l_{ees}; D_{r13} = c h y_{r13} l_{ees}; \]  
(8)  
\[ A_{r12} = c h y_{r12} l_{r12}; B_{r12} = Z_{er12} s h y_{r12}; \]  
(9)  
\[ C_{r12} = \frac{1}{z_{er12}} s h y_{r12} l_{r12}; D_{r12} = c h y_{r12} l_{r12}; \]  
(10)  

\[ Z_{er12} \] - wave impedance of the main rail line;  
\[ \gamma_{r12} \] - wave propagation coefficient of the main rail line.  

A circuit with five four-terminal circuits is obtained, multiplying the coefficients of these four-terminal circuits, we obtain coefficients for calculating the current flowing under the receiving coils of the locomotive.

\[
\begin{vmatrix}
A_l & B_l \\
C_l & D_l \\
\end{vmatrix} = \frac{1}{Z_{en1}} \begin{vmatrix}
1 & A_{r12} & B_{r12} \\
1 & C_{r12} & D_{r12} \\
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
1 & A_{r13} & B_{r13} \\
1 & C_{r13} & D_{r13} \\
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 \\
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
1 \\
0 \\
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
Z_{en2} \\
1 \\
\end{vmatrix}
\]

\[ A_l = A_{r13} \left(A_{r12} + \frac{B_{r12}}{z_{en}}\right) + B_{r12} * C_{r13}; \]  
(11)  
\[ B_l = Z_{en2} \left[A_{r13} \left(A_{r12} + \frac{B_{r12}}{z_{ent}}\right) + B_{r12} * C_{r13}\right] + B_{r13} \left(A_{r12} + \frac{B_{r12}}{z_{ent}}\right) + B_{r12} * D_{r13}; \]  
(12)  
\[ C_l = A_{r13} \left[\frac{A_{r12}}{z_{en1}} + C_{r12} + \frac{1}{z_{en}} \left(\frac{B_{r12}}{z_{en1}} + D_{r12}\right)\right] + C_{r13} \left(\frac{B_{r12}}{z_{en1}} + D_{r12}\right); \]  
(13)  
\[ D_l = Z_{en2} \left[A_{r13} \left[\frac{A_{r12}}{z_{en1}} + C_{r12} + \frac{1}{z_{en}} \left(\frac{B_{r12}}{z_{en1}} + D_{r12}\right)\right] \right.\]
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Substituting the values of the quantities $Z_{en1}, Z_{en2}, Z_{en3}, A_{rl3}, B_{rl3}, C_{rl3}, D_{rl3}, A_{rl2}, B_{rl2}, C_{rl2}, D_{rl2}$ in equations (11-14), we get:

$$A_l = chy_{rl3l_{ees} (ch y_{rl2l_{rl2} + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}} Z_{ent}^{-1} ) + → + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2} * \frac{1}{Z_{ert3}} shy_{rl3l_{ees};}$$ (15)

$$B_l = Z_{en2} (ch y_{rl3l_{ees} (ch y_{rl2l_{rl2} + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}} Z_{ent}^{-1} ) + → + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2} * \frac{1}{Z_{ert3}} shy_{rl3l_{ees}] + Z_{ert3}shy_{rl3l_{ees}} * →}$$

$$C_l = chy_{rl3l_{ees} [ch y_{rl2l_{rl2} + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}} Z_{ent}^{-1} + \frac{1}{Z_{ert2}} shy_{rl2l_{rl2} + →} + \frac{1}{Z_{ent}} \left(\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{ent}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right) + \frac{1}{Z_{ert3}} shy_{rl3l_{ees} * \left(\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{ent}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right);$$ (17)

$$D_l = Z_{en2} (ch y_{rl3l_{ees} [ch y_{rl2l_{rl2} + Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}} Z_{ent}^{-1} + \frac{1}{Z_{ert2}} shy_{rl2l_{rl2} + →} + \frac{1}{Z_{ent}} \left(\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{ent}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right) + \frac{1}{Z_{ert3}} shy_{rl3l_{ees}} * → \left[\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{ent}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right] + Z_{ert3}shy_{rl3l_{ees}} * →)$$

$$* \left[\frac{ch y_{rl2l_{rl2}}}{Z_{ent}^{-1}} + \frac{1}{Z_{ert2}} shy_{rl2l_{rl2}} + \frac{1}{Z_{ent}} \left(\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{ent}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right)\right] + → + chy_{rl3l_{ees} \left(\frac{Z_{ert2}shy_{rl2}}{Z_{be}} + chy_{rl2l_{rl2}}\right).$$ (18)

It is known that

$$I_l = \frac{U_{min}}{Z_{rl}};$$ (19)

$$U_{min} = U_1 + I_1 * Z_{ent}';$$ (20)

$$U_1 = I_l * B_l; I_1 = I_l * D_l,$$ (21)

where from
where \( Z_{tl} \) - transmission resistance of the rail circuit in normal mode for a locomotive receiver.

The obtained analytical expressions make it possible to analyze and synthesize continuous rail circuits for a locomotive receiver when developing rail circuits without insulating joints on both speed and high-speed sections of the railway.
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